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ASPECTS OF TRANSPORT .PROPERTIES AT HIGH PRESSURES 
               BY 8. LE NEINDRE
           We present a review of [rnnsport properties r. e., self-diffusion, viscosity and ther-
        mal coductiviq' coefficients at high Dressure. The pressure range of experimental 
        results covered by this analysis will depend on the property or the effect which is 
        studied. As the density is the relevant parameter, the density range includes
        moderately dense gases, dense gases, liquids, and solids. Particular attention is 
        given to some regions of the phase diagram, as the liquid-solid transition or the
        critical region, where large variations of some of the transport propenies ere
        observed. Finally experimental data are compared with theoretical predictions
         based on Enskog's theory, mod~ed Enskog's theon' and computer simulations. 
 1. Introduction 
  The research in the field of transport properties is one of the most (undamental of the 
physics of dense materials and has important applications in high-pressure technology. This 
paper will be limited to a survey of some aspects of recent works on transport properties 
of compressed gases, liquids. and solids. However. the theoretical interpretation of transport 
properties is closely related [o the progress in other fields ofhigh-pressure physics as equilibrium 
or spectroscopic properties. For instance, density and temperature are more relevant parameters 
to fit excess transport properties than pressure and temperature. The thermal conductivity of 
polyatomic molecules depends on the transfer of momentum and energy through rotational 
and vibrational degrees of freedom. 
  The importance of high-pressure experiments is evident, even if there is not a fundamental 
difference between the behaviors of a liquid and a dense fluid. High-pressure studies enable 
one to extend the range of density and to separate density and temperature effects. 
   At low density. t. e., atmospheric pressure for gases, transport mechanisms arise entirely 
from the kinetic trnnsfer of momentum and energy of molecules. Both translational and 
internal transfer contribute to the kinetic energy of molecules. Transport coefficients which 
depend only on translational transfer (those from noble gases for instance) can be rigoroush-
calculated through the Boltzmann equation if the iacermolecular potential is known. On 
the contrary. as the viscosity of molecules is not sensitive to the internal transfer, viscosity 
coefficients were frequently used in the past to calculate parameters of intermoleclar potentials 
through Chapman-Enskog's theory. 
  At high density, i. e., high pressure for gases or liquid density, in nddition to the kinetic 
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transfer there is a collisional lramsfer. This collisional Transfer is the main contribution to 
viscosity or thermal conductivity coefficients. 
  The self-diffusion coefficient of a fluid is a measure of the correlated translational motion 
of the fluid particles, and can be defined by 
where n, are particles velocities at time 0 and r. Theoretical predictions may be made of 
the particles velocities and the self-diffusion coefficient calculated when a suitable potential 
function is available. Measurements of sell'-diffusion in dense fluids are mostly of recent 
origin. Self-diffusion coefficients were measured through different experimental techniques 
as tracer diffusion, nuclear magnetic resonance, neutron diffrattion. Unfortunately the 
uncertainty is large (up to 15?0)• 
  The shear viscosity is [he transport coefficient which was the most studied. Experimental 
data cover a large range of temperatures and pressures and are generally very accurate (a 
fraction of a percent). The first extensive studies of pressure on viscosity of liquids were 
carried out by Bridgman ttp to 30 kbar." This pressure range .vas increased recently:E•°' 
The bulk or volume viscosity is obtained from measurements of the absorption of sound or 
the linewidth of Brillouin scattered line, I-lowever in such measurements. the effects owing to 
shear viscosity and thermal conductivity are very large and a few experiments were carried out. 
  The thermal conductivity of dense substances was also studied in a large range of pressures 
and temperatures. Generally measurements are not as accurate so shear viscosity measurements 
(1°0). 
   The effects of pressure on transport properties are complex and were studied in thermo-
dynamics of irreversible processes .vhich take into account molecular motions anJ collisions." 
Transport-property theories of dense fluids were significantly improved by Enskogs' when 
he separated the effects of kinetic and collisional momentum and energy transfers. yy'hen the 
density increases, the collisional frequency increases. Sengers./1 McLaughlin, °' and Gubbins°' 
have reviewed the theory of transport properties in dense fluids. Theoretical methods [o 
predict and to correlate transport coefficients of dense fluids were described by several 
authors." Recentl}• theoretical informations were obtained from molecular dynamic simulations 
about the hydrodynamic aspect of transpon phenomena by Evans and S[reett.O1 In molecular 
fluids, additional coefficients of viscosity were found: vortex viscosity and spin viscosity. 
2. Definition of Transport Coefficients 
  The transport properties reported will be [nainl}• restricted to those of pure substances. 
self-diffusion, shear viscosity and thermal conductivity. We will not discuss bulk viscosity for 
which only few data are available. The important subject of transport properties of mixtures 
which involves other properties such as mutual diffusion or thermodiffusion will be only
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outlined. 
   Fluid transport of mass, momentum and energy are proportional, as a first approximation, 
to linear gradients of concentration, velocity and [entperature. Fluids which obey these linear 
relations are known as Newtonian fluids. For simplicity we assume that each quanti[y 
varies in the r-direction. The self-diffusion coefficient D relates the curren[ J [o the gradient 
of concentration: 
       J -~d
Y• (~) 
The shear viscosity coefficient n, relates .the pressure P to the gradient of mean velocity of 
particles 
         P _rd
.x-. (3) 
The thermal conductivity coefficient relates the heat flux ¢ to the [empera[ure gradien[ 
   Different corresponding stale treatments of transport properties can be applied. If the 
intermolecular potential is known, the expressions for reduced coefficients of diffusion, viscosity 
and thermal conductivity are respec[ively 
where M is the molecular mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, and a and a are the parameters 
of energy and length of the intermolecular potential. 
   Transport coefficient can also be reduced in terms of critical cons ants T, and t,,: 
   The hydrodynamic Stokes-Einstein ee,uation relates the self-diffusion coefficient [o shear 
viscosity 
where o is [he hydrodynamic radius. k Boltzmann's constant. The constant C varies from 
4 in the slipping boundary limit, whereas it is 6 for the stick boundary limit. The viscosity
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is related to the thermal conductiriq• through the Prandtl ratio 
where C, is the specific heat at constant pressure. 
3. Transport Properties of Tohle Gases 
  The transport properties of argon were probabl}• the most studied and they can be used 
to look for the effects of pressure and temperature on a standard fluid. 
  Self-diffusion coefficients for compressed liquid argon were obt<~ined by Naghizadeh and 
Rice.„•,v 
   The viscosity of gaseous and liquid argon u~as reported by Ha_r'nes. "' Recently the viscosit}' 
of argon was measured at three temperatures ?2?. 15 K. 301. 15 K and 3?3.15 K. up to the 
melting line by Trappeniers rr al."' As was found previously by Vermesse and Vidal"' within 
their range of pressure of 650 MPa, the results at room temperature can be represented by 
an almost linear relation between ciscosity and pressure. In Fig. I we hate plotted the excess 
viscosiq• of argon i(•o, T) in function of the density. 
where r,(p, T) is the measured viscosity and r,(0. T) the viscosity' of the dilute gas. When 
the viscosity is written following Eq. (15) it has been observed that the excess function r' is 
only weakly temperature dependent. However. as shown in Fig. 1. the temperature dependence 
increases. at high pressure, at the approach of the IiquiJ-solid transition. Figure 1 shows 
that r decreases with increasing temperature along one isochore. 
   High-pressure thermal conductivity of argon was reposed in large temperature ranges.1°''°' 
The thermal conductivity in liquid argon was measured by Bailey and Kellner.3O1 In solid 
argon, White and WoodsQ1 and Pollack°'-' reported the values of thermal conductivity near 
the triple point. In Fig. 2, we have plotted the excess thermal conductivity of argon versos 
density 
where i(~, T) is the measured thermal conductivity and 1(0, T) the thermal conductivity 
of the dilute gas. In Fig. ?, where [he density range is the same as in Fig. I, any temperature 
effect is hanJly observed between low and high temperature measurements, even near the 
liquid-solid transition. 
  From the experimental data analysis of transport properties of argon near the liquid-solid 
transition it results that the excess viscosi[}• is slight)}• temperature dependent and the excess 
thermal conductivity temperature independent. 
  We will show that this behavior is confirmed by the study of transport properties of noble 
gases in terms of correspondingstates. Accurate shear ciscosity measurements were reported
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for noble gases: heliwn"' neon,Y1 krypton"' up to about 650 MPa by \'ermesse and coworkers. 
Measurements of thermal conductivity of noble gases were carried out by Tufeu rt al.°s,zsr 
Following the corresponding state principle a specific property of substances belonging to the 
same class. is represented by a universal function when expressed as reduced quantity. If 
molecular parameters are used as reduction parameters. the law of corresponding states must 
be terified for all substances composed of spherical nonpolar molecules interacting through 
a potential a(r)=e¢(r/o) where ¢(r/c) is a universal function, a is the minimum of the 
pair interaction potential energy, and a the characteristic intermolecular distance. Moreover a 
corresponding state analysis is a suitable µ•ay to reduce transport properties for a comparison 
with theories. 
  The only reduction parameters which can be found in large number in the litera[ure are 
those of the Lennard-Jones potential. The parameters of the Lennard-Jones potential lead to 
a correct description of state and transport properties of simple fluids in restricted temperature 
and density ranges as they are generally obtained from data at low density (second virial 
coefficient or viscosity of the dilate gas). Unfortunately tbis potential is no longer acceptable 
when contributions oC many body interactions take place.Rfi1 The critical constants are well 
known for numerous fluids, but a reduction in terms of critical constants does no[ lead to 
universal cun•es, as was verified for noble. gases"' and light hydrocarbons,°B1 even i( corrected 
critical constants by the acentric factor ate used.'°' 
  The main goal of this new approach is to develop corresponding slate relations which
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enables one to predict the dependence of transport coefficients of dense gases in terms of the 
number of density n and in a large temperature range T. We have used parameters of the 
imermol ecular potential proposed by Barker"' as reduction parameters. These parameters 
(Table 1) were obtained from the analysis of numerous thermophysical data in different 
thermodynamic states. 
  We have plotted reduced excess of viscosity ~" (Fig. 3) and thermal conductivity ~* (Fig. 
4) against reduced density ti• Cor the five noble gases. Viscosity iso[henns correspond to five 
reduced temperatures ranging from 0.76 to 28.7. We observe that a strong departure from 
one univeral curve takes place above a reduced density of 0.6. As in the case of argon the 
[em perature effect decreases when the reduced temperature increases. 
  Figure 4 shows a slig]tt positive temperature ffect up to n•=0. 9, but at higher reduced 
density, all data points are nn the same curve. We have plmted the data obtained by differem 
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Table 2- Measurements of self-diffusion coefficients
43
        Substances References Substances References 
    Hi (39) (40) (CH,),CO (53) 
    N° (4l) C°I-1°NO° (53) 
   CH, (34) (35) (37) C°H;CI (50) (53) 
    CO (43) C°H°Rr (50) 
    CO, (44) CsH°I (50) 
   CS, (4S) CC1, (SS) (Sfi) <57) 
    SFs (4fi) CF CI° (S8) 
   Calls (47) (48) (49) (50) C.Fs (59) 
    C°H,z (38) ~ HF (55) (60) 
   CFI, (CHs), CH° (SO) HCI (55) 
    CH,-(CHz)°-CH° <50) HCCIs (55) 
    CFI;C;H~~ (51) CH°CCI° (6q 
   C°H;N (52) NH° (55) (62) (63) (64) 
    Si(CH;), (49) H_O (SS) (65) 
   CH°OH (i3) (54) D°O (6fi) (67) 
    CH°NOz (53) 
These authors measured also viscosities anJ Densities in the same experimental conditions anJ 
checked up on the Stokes-Einstein relationship be[ween D and ;. i,foreover they studied the 
solidification of some of [here liquids forming [he so-calleJ plastic crystals. Thus, they 
measured9°' recently, sell-diffusion coefficients of liquid cyclohexane as a function of temperature 
and pressure, over the density range 2.S~ ,o/p,G\3.3 and temperature range O.S~T/T,~0.7. 
The degree of the coupling of the rotational anJ translational motions of the cyclohexane 
molecules was found to be close to that obsen•ed far liquid benzene. 
  In Table 2, we report a list of experimental data of self-diffusion coefficients in IiquiJ or 
high pressure ranges. 
   Few success w•as achieved in corresponding states treatment of substances of similar mole-
cular structure. Several relations to correlate self-diffusion coefficients in terms of reduced 
critical parameters have been proposed b)• Thodos er af,•se,s91 Slattery and Bird'0/ and Takaha 
shi 11 
   Viscas(ry coefficients. Measuremen[s of viscosity coefficien[s of molecular fluids were carried 
out in large temperature and pressure ranges. As we mentioned ie, extensive measurements 
of viscosity of liquids at high pressures were reported by Bridgman." Veq• accurate measure-
ments of the viscosity of liquid fluorine181 and liquid oxygen"' were performed by Ha}•nes 
in a lower pressure range (34 Al Pa). The viscosity of liquid nitrogen was measure) by 
Grevendonk er al."' and gaseous nitrogen by Vermesse up w 650 MPa"' anJ Golubev and 
Kurin upto 400 MPaJ61 The measurements of Nlichels and coworkers't' and Trnppeniers and 
coworkersi81 are generally limited up [0 200 MPa. Several references on the viscosities of
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molecular fluids were listed by Golubevi9' and Streett °° Outside the critical region, the 
viscosity of moleclar fluids can 8e written as for atomic fluids in a form of excess function, 
Fnr away from the liquid-solid vansi[ion, the excess viscosity is a slowly varying function 
which increases monotonically with density.81•121 Several authors have shown [he applicabiliq• 
of excess viscosity-density correlations.B3-B°' The viscosity which is very sensitive to structural 
in Fluences can be used to get information on the behavior of molecular fluids.BB-°°' 
   Thermal con ducri vity coejji ci ants. As for ciscosit}•. the classical experiments of Bridgman" 
constitute almost all the available data of the pressure effect on liquid thermal conductivities. 
Recently we carried out a measurement of the thermal conductivity of nitrogen up to 1 
GPa.°v1 The thermal conductivity of a dilute gas composed of pol}•atomic molecules can be 
splitted into a translational part due to energy transfer by molecular motions and collisions and 
an internal part due to energy transfer associated with the internal degrees of freedom of the 
molecules. The thermal conductivity of a dense polyatomic fluid can be written as an esecss 
thermal conductivity in function of density (Fig. 5). Then. it is more probable that 
rotations and vibrations modify the dilute gas value 2 (0, T) but have small effects on the 
excess value. Some reviews on the thermal conductivity of liquids and dense gases were made 
by McLaughlin9°' and Tsederberg.°° 
   Generalized equations were developed by Thodos rr e1.921 to represent he excess thermal 
conductivity of nonpolar substances and were applied to dense gases.90•9f Recently [he 
correlations of the viscosity and thermal conductivity data of gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons: 
methane.°S1 ethane9°' and propane°i1 were evaluated by Hanley and coworAers. 
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  Isotopic effects on transport properties have been studied. Helium isotopes are the simplest 
system to stud}• isotopic effects because if quantum effects are negligible only the masses of 
the two atoms 'He and 9He must be considered in transport mechanisms. This was verified 
for thermal conducticity.9O On the contrary the theoretical analysis of transport properties 
of hydrogen and deuterium leads to different values of their potential parameters.99-3901 
 4-2. Tranxporf properties of polar fli+irls 
   The transport properties oC polar fluids show some particular features. Among these 
polar fluids extended researches were performed on transport properties of water. At tem-
perature below 30°C, an anomalous increase in the diffusion coefficients with pressure was 
observed.65•101 This behavior has its origin in the tetrahedral open structure of water at low 
temperatures and is a consequence of significant distortion of the hydrogen bond network 
with compression. A similar behavior was observed for heavy water inthe same temperature 
range.66•6/1 
  Stillinger and Rahman1°r' in their molecular dynamics calculation of compressed liquid 
water predicted that the activation energies for self-Diffusion and viscosity should decline 
with increasing pressure. This behavior was confirmed experimentally by ]onas cr o/.101 
  A review of viscosities and thermal conductivi!ies of water was made by Kestin103 and 
heavy water by Nagashima and btatsunaga.101 
  We recall that viscosities of water and heavy water show negative density coefficients below 
the critical temperature and that thermal conductivities of both liquids increase ini[iall}• with 
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temperatures. Simple excess futtetions cannot be used to fit experimental transport properties 
of water and [he excess thermal conductivity is no longer temperature independent as it is 
shown in Fig. 6. 
   \lethanol is another liquid which would exhibit a strong hydrogen bonding but lack 
[he tetrahedral order typical for water. Data obtained for the self-diffusion coefficient of 
CH,OI-lss,,os, show that the hydroxyl group is the governing factor on diffusion. 
  4-3. Trrotaport properfies of [Welts 
   Some experiments have been carried out to measure the ciscosiq- of particular systems. 
The hydrostatic pressure effect on the .-iscosity of hydrous magmatic melts of different 
compositions (granite, albite, basalt) a[ constant H,O content was studied by Persikov and 
Epelbaum1011 up to 400 MPa and Kushiro et al.'°r,,°e~ p correlative study of the viscosity, 
density and structure of GeO, melts has been carried out at high pressure.1°91 The decrease 
in the viscosity of GeO, melts with increasing pressure was not attributed to apressure-induced 
coordination change but to a systematic hange in the nature of Ge-O bond with increasing 
pressure. Often such systems are non-Newtonian and the viscosity depends on the shear 
stress. The viscosity of a product like coal derived liquids was recently measured by 
Droege er a1.1°' 
 ~. Density Ecpansion of Transport Coefficients 
   One of the major trends of statistical mechanics applied to transport propenies was to 
take into account progressively higher order collisions."'-1z1 
   The Navier-Stokes hydrodynamic equations with expressions for the transport coefficients 
were derived from the generalized Boltzmann eyuation. These theories lead to a virial 
expression for the effect of the number of density n on viscosity coefficient as 
        >)(T. n)=nofT)+r,~,(T)n+r,(T)n'-+n,(T)n'+.... (17) 
and thermal conductivity coefficient as 
       1(T. n) =]°(T) +di(T) n+d,(T) n'=i.,(T) n'+.... (18) 
  5-1. loth rlensltg ltmi! 
   In the low density limit transport properties r„(T) and 1b(T) are dominated by binary 
collisons. The Chapman-Enskog solution of [he Boltzmann equation was used to obtain 
expressions for transport coefficients in excellent agreement with experimental data over a 
large temperature range.°•"'-"" 
   The temperature functions g~(T) or .io(T) are calculated assuming a suitable form of 
the intermolecular potential or are used to define the linear and energy scaling factors by 
corresponding states.°,°-,zu
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 5-2. First rtrial coetficients 
  Refined theories to estimate the first terms of the density expansion r„(T) and :c,(T) were 
developed by Kim and Ross.12E~"' A sys[ematic analysis of experimental transport ecefficients 
yielding first density coefficient was carried out by Hanley and coworkers°" and later on, 
by Kestin. Pnyko~ and Sengersrt0' on viscosity and Tufeu and coworkers18•12i on thermal 
conductivity. The coefficients n„ and 1, of noble gases obey a law of corresponding states 
and can be reduced and plotted in terms of reduced temperature. Then n! and e' are 
temperature insensitive in the temperature range 2<T*<10, The first virial coefficient of 
[he viscosit}• of helium becomes negative at high reduced temperature as was predicted 
thoreticalty.12E1 By contrast i' does not change sign and the experimental data are in better 
agreement wi[h the theory of Stogryn and Hirschfelder'as' than the others.'a'•1°•'zt' Seugers 
er a1.12H have computed the first corrections to the l3oltzmann equation results Ibr trnnsport 
coefficients of a gas of hard spheres. taking into account all the three-hod}• dynamical events. 
The results are presented in Table 3, 
                    Table 3. First virial coetticiems of density expaasioas
            Transport Sengers er af. Enskog's Theoq~           coefficient 
           U, (self-diffusion) -1.201 ~ 0.002 - 2=-1.309 
          r,, (shear viscosiq•) +0.403 f .002 60-=0.367 
         i, (thermal conductivity) +1.25? f 0.001 6U'-+1.204 
 v-3. Prediction oT a Ingaritlun is ler»r 
  The other coefficients of virial expansions of [ransport coefficients are beset with difficulties, 
all of them are divergent. To account for the divergence, a logarithmic term was introduced 
in the densit}• expansions. which are represented by series of the form 
       r,-(T, n)=>)o(T)+r„(7~n}.r„(T)nzln n->ta(T)zP+.... (19) 
       i.(T. n)=~(T)=.1,(T)n-lz(7~n'lnn+dz(T,~n'+.... (20) 
A theoretical estimate of the first logarithmic term in the density expansions of the transport 
coefficients was carried out by Kan and Dorfman'29•1901 and by Pomeau er Ql.'91''ra' A 
number oC attempts were made to experimentally detect he presence of rrz Inn terms in 
the density expansion of transpon coeffcients. A survey on the subject was published by 
Kan er al."" Recently. Codastefano and coworkers earch far a logarithmic tern[ in the 
density expansion of the diffusion coefficient of Kr in Xe. 
   The mos[ notable analysis of viscosity was carried out by Kestin and coworkers16•"" and 
Hanley and Haynes.°B/ thermal conductivit}• by Tufeu.1B1 both viscosity and thermal conduc-
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tivity by Hanley and coworkers"' and Kestin.151 For the most part of experimental data the 
results are inconclusive. The data can be fitted equally well by a power series expansion i  n 
or with n' lnn terms. In some cases, for instance, the viscosity of argon at ]ow temperature 
is better fitted by adding an rr° Inn term,'°" but in other cases, the reverse is true. For 
instance, the thermal conductivity of noble gases is better epresented bya pure power series.1B/ 
The n= lnrr terms are second order corrections to the Bol[zmann equation results and the n' 
terms must be accurately determined first. Actually, no theoretical value is available for these 
last ccefticients. If theoretical estimates for the coeffcients of logarithm terms are correct 
for real systems, then these terms are just at the limit of delectability. 
6. Enskog Theory and 11lodified Enskog Theory 
 6-1. Enskog il[corg 
  Based on an approximate kinetic theory analysis, Enskog developed equations for the 
density dependence of transport properties of a hard sphere gas. As at low density, his theory 
considered the solution of the Boltzmann equation for binary collisions, but there are some 
important differences. Collisional transfer is included, the finite diameter o of the hard 
sphere is taken into account, and the collisional frequency isthat of the dense gas y is obtained 
from the hard sphere equation of state 
       y nRT -1. (21) 
  The resulting transport coefficients are expressed in terms of their low density limit multiply 
by simple function of ~~ 
    Dabn y' 
       rlobn Y 
     kbn = Y t 1. Z+o. 755 }~. (?4) 
  Here Oa r„ and ], are the hard-spherx dilute gas transport coefficients according to the 
Chapman-Enskog theory," n is [he molecular number of density, 6=?ro'/3m where o is the 
molecular diameter and m the mass of the molecule, and y=6n~ where ~ is the radial distribu-
tion function for hard spheres al contact. 
 6-2. :llodified Enskog theorg (.1fEY') 
  For real fluids which are not of hard spheres, a modified Enskog theory (MET) was 
developed by Michels and Gibson."" In MET, p is determined by [he thermal pressure T 
(3p/dT)~ through
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    } K ~ BT ~.-I (25) 
In their study of transport in simple dense gases Hanley and coworkers"" found predictions of 
MET for [he viscosity and thertna] conductivity of argon, ox}•gen and hydrogen to within 
about 10-15°0, for densities generally not exceeding twice the critical density. Experiments 
on the viscosity of F,. on the saturated vapor pressure curve, showed agreement with 
previous MET predictions over most of the range s[udied.tQ1 Empirical modifications of 
the MET method was suggested by Sandier and Fizdnm to obtain predictions of better 
accuracv.181 
7. Comparison with Other Theories 
  There is no rigourous kinetic theory of transport in a dense gas composed of molecules of
arbitrar}• intermolecular potential- A number of attemps were made to improve on MET in 
the high density range. The Rice-Allnatt theory3J91 considers a more realistic potential. with 
a repulsive part using the Enskog theory and an attractive part using ideas from the theory 
of Brownian motion. 
   Several comparisons were tried with more elaborated theories. Tufeu and Kieffer10' look 
at the main assumptions used in formulations of transport heories in dense fI IIIdS.`391, 1/ d/6) 
trying to attach a precise physical meaning to these various assumptions. They concluded 
that the tbeoretical expectations. although acceptable, do not give a really satisCactor}• account 
for al] the available xperimental data and that further theoretical refinements are needed. 
A similar conclusion was drawn by Babb er al."'-1491 who compare the Rice-Allnatt and 
Prigogine. Nicol is and Misguich theories with the data of transport properties of dense gases. 
   Corrections to the approximate hard sphere dense fluid transport heor}• of Enskog,obta-
ined by [he method of molecular dynamics, have been introduced in the classical analytical 
expressions of transport coefficients by Dymond.1B°' Furthermore. a method of correlation of 
liquid transport coefficients at different emperatures and pressures based upon the Van der 
Waals model of a fluid .vas described.'"•"" This model pictures a fluid as an assembl}• of 
molecules exerting strong repulsive forces with weak long-range attracting forces. Simple 
expressions for transport coefficienu are obtained in terms of the hard sphere close-packed 
volume Ga=;Vu'/~? where :V is the Avogadro number and n is the molecular diameter. The 
densit}• dependence of transport properties of rare gases at density greater than the critical 
density given by this model was shown to be in close agreement with the results of [he exact 
hard sphere theory. 
   For polyatomic fluids, the exact smooth hard sphere theory has to be modified in order 
to account for nonspherical molecular shape and also for the possibility of coupling of 
translational nd rotational motions. To npply the empirically modified bard sphere theory 
to the calculation of transport coefficients of polyatomic molecules. it is necessary totake into
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account the effects of exchange of angular momentum on collision in addition to linear 
momentum, and the possible coupling of translational and rotational motions. The latter effect 
on self diffusion was discussed by Chandler.1531 A method to correlate the viscosity darn of dense 
polyatomic molecules was carried out by Dymond in (unction of reduced volumes (reduced 
in terms of the close-packed volume). Log-log plots were given for the viscosity of diatomic 
molecules Fi and Oa pseudo-spherical molecules:carbon tetrachloride and tetramethylsilane 
and larger aspherical polyatomic liquid spiro [4. 5] decane and perhydrochr}•sene,'ss, zsz' The 
analytical expressions for the transport coefficients of liquids derived by Dymond. have been 
used by van Loef to determine self-diffusion coefficients for molecular liquids in fwtction of 
density and temperature.'sz, sss. 
  As was shown by van Loef15a' the translational thermal conductivity 1.,,,,,. for diatomic 
molecular liquids varies with density in the same wa}• as the experimemal thermal conduc[iviq• 
.i„p, The agreement between A,,,,, and d,,, suggests [hat in the liquid state [he translational 
contribution to the thermal conductivity represents the whole of the measured thermal con-
ductivity and that contributions From internal degrees of freedom of diatomic molecules is 
negligible. The same results were obtained by Hanley e[ aL's" who show that the internal con-
tribution [o the thermal conductivit}•, only slightly affects [he MET results for the thermal 
conductivity of saturated liquid oxygen. However. it seems that for more complex molecular 
liquids, such as COz or CS„ internal contributions are important but decrease at the approach 
of the freezing cun•e. 
  Trappeniers er uf.1O compared the experimental resula of viscosity coefficients of argon 
near the liquid-transition with the reduced expressions, in terms of the close pack volume !',„ 
given by Dymond. Strong discrepancies are found near the transition. [n their studies of 
thermal condunivily of noble gases at high pressure, Tufeu et al.'s' found similar deviations 
reaching 1390' at the density of 0. 6 G;/ f'. Several relationships based on free-volume theory 
have been proposed to correlate transport properties of liquids For instance, the Batschinski 
equation's"' modified by Hildebrand relates fluidity (1/r,.) to the relative expansion from 
VplSi-1591 The Doolittle equation describes accurately viscosities at atmospheric pressureJss•'s" 
Later Cohen and Turnbull derived a similar equation for a hard sphere fluid.''" These 
equations have been used to fit the viscosity data for many liquids with a good accuracy 
when temperature dependent parameters are considered.'as,tsn 
  We conclude that all presently availiabletransport theories are unreliable at ven• high 
pressure and especially at the approach of the liquid-solid transition. 
8. Computer Simulations 
   For the understanding of mechanisms of transport properties another alternative to ex• 
perimental or theoretical studies is computer simulations. Over the lass decade, this approach 
was developed through the method of moecular dynamics.'"" Two methods of simulation
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were used equilibrium and non-equilibrium. Equlilbrium molecular dynamics has been 
used to calculate [he average time correlation of fluctuations in equilibrium systems. 
using Green-Kubo explicit relationships for transport coefficients in terms of these 
time correlations.188•'641 Non-equilibrium systems were generated with desired flux by 
numerically simulating laboratory methods of transport measurements. Ashurst and Hoover 
described the simulntion of Couette flow which determines the shear viscosity./6°•1691 In these 
simulations. mainly nvo types of intermolecular potential were used:the hard sphere 
potential and [he Lennard-Jones potential. The results of both simulations should be the 
same but differences arises from the finite number of particles and the duration of the 
calculation. 
   Alder, Gass and Wainwright1fi61 and Wood°401 have conducted extensive computer simula-
tions of the molecular dynamics of hard sphere gases. They obtained the self-diffusion 
ecefficient ofa tagged hard sphere moving in a gus of mechanically identical hard spheres 
as a function of densit}•. The computer simulation of the self-diffusion coefficient (Alder 
et al.) shows that two effects become important when the densit}• is increased. At moderate 
densities dominates a hydrodynamic effect in which the vortices created by a moving sphere 
ac[ back on its motion, leading to an increase in thz diffusion coefficient. The second effect 
which appears at higher densities is a back scattering effect in which a particle bounces around 
in the cage formed by its neighbors, leading to a decrease in the diffusion coefficient. 
   The self-diffusion coefficient D of a monoatomic hard sphere fluid relative to the Enskog 
enlue Ds was obtained from molecular dynamics simulation.15A1 At high densit}• the decrea-
sing of D/De was also related to a molecular caging effect. This effect was studied by 
Cukier and Mehaffey."" Van LoeP" has compared the diffusion coefficients for argon 
obtained from several different techniques with the molecular dynnmics data and found 
agreement within a few percent. A corresponding study of self-diffusion for the rare gas 
liquids near the coexistence curve shows agreement with L-J simulations within experimental 
errur.1421 A good agreement was obtained by Hanle}• and Watts"" between a simulation using 
a four parameter potential and experimental measurement of self-diffusion coefficients of CH„ 
The temperature dependence T°' is close to the linear dependence found in the molecular 
dynamics calculation of Levesque and Verlet. The self-diffusion coei6cient of liquid nitrogen 
was measured by Powles et al.°1° They have compared the experimental data and a simulntion 
using an anisotropic potential. The agreement is good. The molecular dynamics technique 
was extended by Evans and Strzeti°' to the calculations of time correlation functions 
occurring in the transport properties of dense fluids composed of rigid molecules. Specifically 
the calculations were carried out for liquid nitrogen modelled b}• a diatomic Let[nard-Jones 
potential. A good agreement was found between calculated and experimental data. 
   The shear viscosity of a system of hard spheres through computer simulation was deter-
mined by Alder and coworkers,1651 they found viscosities two times higher than those predicted 
by Enskog's theory near freezing. Levesque et a1.184' simulated the shear viscosit• of a
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Leonard-Jones system corresponding to a state near the triple paint of argon. They found 
a viscosity 2.5°S higher than the experimental result but 1.Sg5 smaller than the hard sphere 
result of Alder er al. The viscosity of dense krypton was computed by molecular dynamics, 
using Kubo's fonnu]a, by Vermesse and Levesque."^ Three potentials were considered but 
none of them lead to an agreement with experimental values. Ashurt and Hoover1°8'1°' have 
calculated the viscosity of a Leonard-Jones system over a wide range of temperatures and 
densities. They found good agreement with experiments on argon within Sgo. Vermesse and 
Vidal1O compared their room temperature viscosity measurements of helium and neon with 
the simulation of Ashurt and Hoover. They found a very good agreement. 
  The equilibrium Leonard-Jones simulation of d of Levesque was found in good agreement 
with experimental data at the triple point of argon and with [he indirect nonequilibrium 
simulation of Ashurt and Hoover. These authors determine the ratio 7./p and n which give ,i. 
From the energy dissipated by the shearing action and the resulting temperature distribution, 
Ashurt obtained the thermal conductivity. The precision of the calculated thermal conductivity 
is of the order of 10°0' a[ best. Tufeu er a1:161 using parameters of the Leonard-Jones potential 
have found a good agreement between the computed reduced excess thermal conductivity values 
)',•, in the reduced temperature range 0. 7GT•G? and the experimental reduced excess thermal 
conductivities of argon, krypton, xenon in terms of the reduced density u•. A good agreement 
was also found for nitrogen.891 
  The following relation was proposed by Ashurst and Hoover to fit experimental viscosities 
data: 
       ro'(ntE)-'^(E/kT) z'=7.07.r`, (26) 
where 
             _ /r° E "' 
and V is the volume. 
The fitting relation for thermal conductivity was 
      ~  (m/e)'n(z/kT)z3=a(exp(br)-D. (?g) 
where a=0.36 and b=3.76 for kTjE, 
      a=0.51 and 6=3.17 for kTG3_. 
These relations can be checked up on [be experimental data. using parameters of the Lennard-
Jones potential for oand =. 
9. Transport Properties near the Liquid-Gas Critical Point 
   As the critical point is approached, the short range structure of the fluid does not
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change but increasingly weak long-range correlations arise. The results are a divergence of 
transport coefficients. In [hecritical region the experimental results have shown no divergence 
of the self-diffusion coefficient. However the incertitude of these measurements is large. 
If we assume that the Stokes-Einstein's relation is still valid, D must have a weak divergence, 
as 7 '. In the critical region an other transport coefficient, the thermal diffusivity a, was 
recently obtained from Rayleigh scattering experiments. The decay rate of spontaneous thermal 
fluctuations in methane has been determined from Rayleigh scattering experiments by Ackerson 
and Slraty."" Measurements were carried out around the critical point, along the coexistence 
curve, the critical isochore and an isotherm 0.8 K above the critical temperature. 
   A set of experiments was performed on ethane by Tufeu and cu-workers, in order to 
obtain the thermal diffusivity behavior of this fluid along the critical isochore over a wide 
range of reduced temperatures. The following quantities were also measured: the thermal 
conductivit}•, the turbidity and the decay rate of thermal fluctuations (Fig 7). 
   The relation among the thermal diffusivity n, the thermal conductivity i , the density p 
and the specific heat at constant pressure C~, 
is used to compare the measured thermal diffusivities with calculated ones. The Kawasakis 
theory"" predicts that the anomalous contribution to the thermal diffusivity Ja is given by 
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Fig. 7. Thermal diffusivity of ethane along the criticai isochore.
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where d is a constant, k Boltzmann's constant. 'I the shear viscosity and ,-` the correlation 
length. This result was interpreted as the anomalous contribution to the thermal diffusivity, 
owing to the diffusion of clusters with radius ;and with a S[okes law fric[ion coefficient 
6r: r„' 
  Theoretical and experimental evidences how that the shear viscosity diverges at the critical 
point. However. the critical enhancement of the viscosity of fluids is restricted to a narrow 
range of temperature. Measurements of the shear viscosity of fluids near the liquid-gas 
critical point are reported in Table 4. Basu and Sengers1891 have shown that the behavior 
of the viscosity of nitrogen as observed experimentally by Zozulya and Blagoi is consistent 
with current theoretical predictions. In order to describe [he viscosity in the critical region. 
they seperrte r, into a background viscosiq~ re anda critical enhancement Jr, (p. T). 
Following simplified theoretical treaunent. the relative critical enhancement Jr„„/na diverges 
as's°-[szt 
        rja 15r.' 
.vhere q is the cut-off wave number integrating over [he fluctuations with various wave 
numbers. More recent theoretical investigations"'~"" indicate that the relative viscosity 
exhibits a slightly more general power law divergence proportional to £° 
      ra 
where o is a universal exponent, independent of the nature of the fluid (¢=8/li,~=0.0>4). 
  The thermal conductivity exhibits a critical enhancement in a large temperature range. 
The thermal conductivity varies significantly with small changes in pressure or temperature 
near the critical point. The critical enhancemen[ exhibits large humps along an iso[herm ns 
the density is changed"" as i[ is shown in Fig. 8. The experimental data(Table 5) have confirmed 
this strong divergence for all fluids. In recent years, equations were formulated to represent 
the critical enhancement of the thermal conductivity of fluids."6-"°' [n the critical region 
the thermal conductivity d is separated into a normal thermal conductivin• da and an anomalous 
thermal conductivity J l.(p. T): 
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Basu and Sengers"" in their analysis of the thermal conductivity of steam connected the 
anomalous behavior in the vicinity of the critical- point with the normal behavior of the 
thermal conductivity away from the critical point. The critica] thermal conductivity enhance-
ment is related to the anomalous behavior of the isothermal compressibility which in turn is 
represented by a scaled equation of state. Specificall}•• the critical enhancement was written 
by Sengers et a1.P16'="' as
where ;1 is an adjustable constant. To definie J~t„ the>• introduce a dimensionless temperature 
T'=T/T., pressure P*=P/P, and density p*=p/,o,: 
           6rr,~ p ~T* T•
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where 7.r is a symmetrized isothermal compressibility defined as 
To a good approxima[ion [he correla[ion length is related to the isothermal compressibility 
by 
where !'-' is the amplitude of the isothermal compressibility. Substitution of Eq. (38) into 
Eq. (36) yields 
     Jd~=6-Pi~a~o•~~ar•~1U fir)[-ta <:-o• (39) 
The function F(JT', dp') is an empirical damping function which ensures the vanishing 
of Jd far away from [he critical point. This approach was used also by Hnnley of ol. to 
estimate the critical enhancement of hydrocarbons9s-ns 
10. Transport Properties of Slistures 
   Only a few experiments on transport properties of mixtures in large temperature and 
pressure ranges were carried out. This is due mainly to [he time necessary to perform these 
experiments and some difficulties occurring at high pressure. in particular a possible separation 
of components by thermodiffusion in thermal conductivity experiments. 
  The pressure dependence of the mutual diffusion coefflcieuts Ora of some binary systems 
was measured recently up to ?MPa by Dunlop and coworkers.tEO-3211 These results were used 
to calculate the firs[ density correction for binary diffusion, in the form suggested by Bennet 
and Curtiss.211 The results indicate that the first term of Thorne-Enskog's [heory11S1 for 
moderately dense gases is not adequate to describe binary diffusion. Islam and Strylandlzo 
reported the binary diffusion of argon-methane at 23`C from 2 to IS MPa. Berry and 
Koellerlsra studied binary diffusion coefficients for three systems Hz N,. CHI C1Hs and 
Nz C1Hs, from 40 to 70°C. up to ]00 MPa. For these mixtures the product Dsa ,o Decreases 
continuously with density. Search for size effects in the diffusion of Kr in CF, at various 
densities was carried out by Ricci and coworkers.''°' 
  The composi[ioq dependence of the viscosity of dense gas mixtures was reported by 1)i 
Pippo et al.a2O and Abe er '1.1301 Thermal conductivity measurements of mixtures of mono-
atomic gases were carried out at room temperature2°" and up to 300°C zaa,aaa~ 
   The Thorne-Enskog hard sphere. after a minor correction for consis[ency with the Onsager 
reciprocal relations of irreversible thermodynamics, was used as an interpolating formula 
behveen the end points.23' A similar treatment was also reported by McElhannon and Mc-
Laughlin a3s~ 
   Measurements of thermal conductivity of binary mixtures were extended at larger pressure 
by Naziev and Nurberdyevl"' and Zaporozhan and Geller.R3i1
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11. Transport Properties of Liquid Dfetals 
  Transport in liquid metals invoh-es both electronic and core effects. It has been reviewed 
by Nachtrieb.29°/ 
  The viscosity of mercury up to 100 bfPa was reported by Barbero r•r al.'-'B1 and later by 
Tippelskirch et a1.2/01 and Grouvel et a1."" 
  Thermal conductivity and density measurements of liquid mercury were performed recently 
by Leycuras and Menexiadis91i from 0 to I?00°C and 0 to 140 MPa corresponding to a 
density range from 13.6 to 10 g cm '. Their main result is the appearance of a peak of low 
conductivity at 11, 5 g cm '. 
  Self-diffusion coefficients in liquid alkalis have 'peen reviewed by Larsson er al."" Shear 
viscosity coefficients of the liquid alkali metals were reported by Hsu and Eyring.211 Thermal 
conductivity experiments in solid and liquid Na have been carried out by Evangelisti aad 
[saeehini."" Friedland collected data on thermal conductivity of liquid alkalis."" 
   In pure metals the heat transfer takes place mostly by free electrons. Wiedeman and 
Franz have shown that the ratio 
       Z/oT=L=constant. (40) 
where a is the electrical conductivity and T the 16solute temperature. This relation indicates 
any change in the type of interaction which alters the relaxation times in the conduction of 
electron and heat. Moreover the thermal conductivity is not influenced by wall charge 
injection which is the case for electrical conductivity and can be measured more accurately. 
   A hard sphere model was applied to diffusion in liquid metals by Protopapas."" The self• 
diffusion and viscosity coefficients of expanded fluid mercury and cesium were calculated as 
a function of pressure and temperature up to their critical points with the aid of a modified 
Enikog theory by Tippelskirch."" Yan Loef has shown that the electron transport properties 
in the liquid alkalis meet relationships with [he molar volume, similar to chose derived for 
atomic transport coefficients in hard sphere kinetic theor}:°/9•S5°' 
12. Transport Properties of Solids 
   In a solid the self-diffusion coefficient is zero and the .•iscosity is not defined. The 
measurement of thermal conductivities of solids at high hydrostatic pressures are difficult 
owing to the pressure transmitting medium. 
   The thermal conductivity of dielectric or insulating material is related to the amount of 
heat transmitted by lattice vibrations (phonons) or lattice defects. Experimental and theoretical 
aspect of transport properties of rare gas solids were reviewed by Batchelder."" Thermal 
conductivities of solids under pressure were reviewed by Bolsai[is and Spain,?1' For non-
metallic material the increase of thermal conductivity with pressure is approximately linear
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with a slight decrease in slope at high pressures. The pressure effect (Jd/ib)/JP is generally 
higher than for metallic solids and varies from 1.?X10" for teflon to 3.6X10-' forNasCl, to 
3.8 X 10-` bar ' for pyres. 
   Lattice thermalconductivity is affected by crystal structure change. The effect on thermal 
conductivity of the structural aspect of molecular orien[ational disorder in a plastic crystal 
was investigated recently.asa-ass. 
   Anderson and Backstrom'ss-asn have shown that the pressure-dependence of the thermal 
conductivity of low and high density polyethy9ene is a sensitive function bf the degree of 
crystallinity of the polymer.zs°' 
   At a phase transition 7. generally increases with phase densin~. I-lowever there are excep-
tions: Fnr phase I of NH,F and NH,CI and Ic of ice a negative pressure dependence of 
thermal conductivity (81/BP)r was found by Ross and Sandberg.~sa-as.' Such a negative value 
was found only for insulators having a hydrogen bond precisely tetrahedrally coordinated 
structure. In ice the hydrogen ordered phases were found to exhibit higher thermal conduc-
tivity than the disordered ones. 
  Thermal conductivity coefficients oC ionic conductors KCL3fiz1 NaCI?s91 ?iaF2fi" were 
investigated by Alm and BacltstrSm. The thermal conductivity of sih•er chloride which is 
used as high pressure-transmitting medium was studied up to 8.5 GPa by \'ereschagin er 
aLsss' Recently. the pressure dependence of the thermal conductivity was obtained up to 
?. S GPa. for copper,2°/' aluminium,p°s' gold and silvcr,2E°' and up to 0. 8 GPa96°' for lead. 
   For metals, heat is transported mainly by electrons and the thermal conductivity d is 
related to the electrical conductivity a by the Wiedeman-F renz law. (Eq. 40) In the case of 
free electrons the theoretical value of the Lorentz number L is: ?. 4~ X 10-s watt ohm/K=. 
Experimental values of L range around the theoretical one. The effect of pressure on 
thermal conductiviq~ can be interpreted on the basis of the Wiedeman-Franz ratio. The 
pressure derivative of the thermal conductivity Ue/J.°l/1P vary from 17.3X10-s bar 'for Pb 
to 4.iX 10-6 bar 'for Ag and can be negative as for Bi (-5,7 X 10-6 bar '), Several equations 
were derived to estimate the thermal conductivity of solids and its pressure dependence."°•"" 
However. these equations include parameters not ahvays well defined and they are of doubtful 
applicability. 
   Pressure induced phase transformation may be accompanied by steep changes in thermal 
conductivity. This property was used by several investigators to study the variation of the 
specific heat near a phase transition.R°}/ 
13. Conclusion 
   Results on [he caria[ion of transport properties with respect to the density and temperature 
can be summarized as follows. Far awa}• from the critical region at constant temperature. D 
strongly decreases nbove the critical density anJ r, and ~ strongly increase at high density. At 
constant density r, and follow the variation of the dilute gas. D increases trongly: >! slightly
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decreases and 3 slightly increases with tempera[ure. 
   More experimental measurements of [ransport properties 
approach of the liquid-solid transition where the viscosity 
cannot 6e predicted theoretically. 
  [n the critical region. [he theory is well developed, but 
assess critical exponents.
at high pressure are needed at the 
varies strongly and the variation
more measurements are needed to
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